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ABSTRACT. This work solves many of the classical extremal problems

posed in the class of functions  2,,,  ., the class of functions in 2 with K(fi-

quasiconformal extensions into the interior of the unit disk where K(p) is a

piecewise continuous function of bounded variation on Lr, lj, 0sr<l. The

approach taken is a variational technique and results are obtained through a

limiting procedure. In particular, sharp estimates are given for the Golusin

distortion functional, the Grunsky quadratic form, the first coefficient, and

the Schwarzian derivative. Some extremal problems in S,». ., the subclass

of functions in  S with  K(p)-quasiconformal extensions to the exterior of the

unit disk, are also solved,

1. Introduction.  Recently, interest has grown in the classes of functions

which are elements of S and S (the usual normalized classes of schlicht

functions in the interior or, respectively, exterior of the unit disk) and possess

quasiconformal extensions into the complement of their respective domain of

analyticity. We will say that a homeomorphism / is a ¿C(p)-quasiconformal map-

ping where K(p) is a real valued function, 1 < K(p) < L < », if / is a generalized

(L2) solution of the Beltrami equation, /- = fifz with \p(z)\ < k(p) a.e., where

p = |*|,  k(p) = (K(p)- l)/(K(p) + 1).

A very natural class to consider is SK, the subclass of functions in 2  with

K(p)-quasiconformal extensions to |z| < 1 where K(p) = K, a constant. R. Kühnau

[5] has applied an extremal metric method and variational technique to study

functionals defined on this class and the related class 5„ of functions in S with

/v-quasiconformal extensions to \z\ > 1. He has also indicated implicit bounds

for some functionals defined on classes of quasiconformal mappings whose
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328 J. O. McLEAVEY

dilatations are bounded by a piecewise continuously differentiable function which

is identically 1 on some region of its domain (hence conformai) [5].

In this work, we will give explicit bounds for functionals posed on the class

SK( ., the subclass of functions in 2 with K(p)-quasiconformal extensions into

the interior of the unit disk where K[p) is a piecewise continuous function of

bounded variation on [r, l], 0 < r < 1. The approach taken is first to pose the

Golusin distortion problem in the class 2^, where Kip) is some piecewise con-

stant function which we shall denote by K. Thus, 2^ is the subclass of functions

in S with K -quasiconformal extensions to r.< \z\ <r-y K- constant, / =

1, • • • , N, where r= rN < • • • < rQ= I. (Note: for N = 1, we shall denote this

class by S„ f.) To solve the problem we apply a variational method originally

developed by M. Schiffer [il] to study functionals defined on families of class

C"\ K-quasiconformal mappings and later extended by Schiffer and G. Schober

[Í2], [13] to general families of K-quasiconformal mappings. Then through a

limiting procedure we apply the results in S^ to obtain extreme values in the

class 2K(  .. As corollaries we obtain the Grunsky inequalities and estimates

for the first coefficient, the logarithm of the derivative, and Schwarzian derivative

in the class SK(^.. The results are sharp, and for most of the problems either

an explicit extremal function is given or a necessary condition satisfied by it is

stated. Furthermore, if we let K —* <*>, all solutions can be observed to agree

with classical results.

Through an analogous scheme, we also solve extremal problems in S„. ., the

subclass of functions in S with K(p)-quasiconformal extenstions to the exterior

of the unit disk.

2. Schiffer's theorem. Presently we shall define the variation to be used and

state the main conclusions of Schiffer and Schober's work. We refer the reader to

[11], [10], [12], [13], [8] for details.

Suppose ß is a simply connected domain. We assume that K is a real valued,

piecewise constant function on ii, which assumes the value K., 1 < K ■ < «>, on a

fixed open, connected subset Ü., j= 1, ... , N. Let J be a normalized family of

K-quasiconformal mappings of Í1. We assume that ? is normalized in a standard

fashion so that ÍF is compact in the topology of locally uniform convergence.

Next, suppose À is a continuous real valued functional defined on 3". Then

there exist / e ? such that

(1) A(/) = max A.

To obtain necessary conditions that / must satisfy, we begin by construct-

ing variations as in [10]. Let xv be the characteristic function of the disk

\w- wv\ <p„, and let |aj <e < 1, v = 1, • •• , Jl. Assume these disks are dis-

joint and contained in a fixed bounded set B. Now define
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(2) ft = Z avXv.
v=l

Then the homeomorphic solution of the Beltrami equation

(3) «s = /**„

with <&(w) = w + o(l) near oo is a [(l + <r)/(l - e)]-quasiconformal mapping of the

plane [6].- For an appropriate choice of parameters,  the function $ will generate

variations for the family.

In particular, a solution for (3) is of the form [6]

Hap2 * o2 - \w- w I2
(4) <Ku>) = w + £-2- ajclw)-+ 0(f2)

W — W Vf W — W

where 0(c2)/e2 is uniformly bounded depending only on the bounded set B.

Now suppose / £ 3". Further, in addition to assuming that the disjoint disks

\w- u/J < pv, v - 1, •••,)!, are in a fixed bounded set B, we also assume that

they are in /(ß). We then denote /* « / ° 0 ° / where / is an appropriate Mobius

transformation so that /* possesses the normalization of if.

Definition. We will say a real valued functional A on J has a continuous

variational derivative on Î if

(i) whenever /, /* £ J, there exists an analytic function A( • ; /) 4 0 defined

in /(ß) such that

X

(5) A(/*) = AC/) + £ p2 Re|avA(u,v; /)} + (fc2)
v=l

where 0(e2)/e2 is uniformly bounded depending only on the fixed bounded set B,

and

(ii) the functions A(w; •) are continuous on ¡?, i.e., if /  £ 3" and /„—+ / lo-

cally uniformly on ß, then A(w; /ß) —» A(w; f) locally uniformly in /(ß) as n —» oo.

Schiffer's theorem [ll], [12], [13], [8], [10]. Suppose

(i) K is a real valued, piecewise constant function on a simply connected

domain ß, which assumes the value K., 1 < K- < », on an open connected sub-

set ß., /= 1, •• • , N.

(ii)   3" is a normalized, compact family of K-quasiconformal mappings on ß.

(iii)    A is a continuous real valued functional on j with a continuous varia-

tional derivative of j.

Then an extremal function f for the problem Max^A exists and satisfies

(a) / ° / - k ■ ] ° f is locally analytic on O., / - 1, • • • , N, except possibly

for zeros of A(f; /), where ](w; f) = f^A(w; f) dw and kj = (K- l)/(Ky + l).
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(b) /(Ü) is bounded by analytic curves satisfying the differential equation

dj = yJA(w; f)dw= real.

3. Golusin distortion theorem. We shall now apply the results of the preced-

ing section to the class 2^ to derive bounds for the extremal problem usually

referred to as the Golusin distortion theorem [2]. We begin by observing that for

g eS^ (since Sn is a subclass of £), it makes sense to consider

(6) log^-g^
0      z — w

fot \w\ > 1, provided we are referring to the branch (single valued in this domain)

of the logarithm function that approaches zero when at least one of the points z

or w approaches infinity. For z = w we replace the difference quotient by the

derivative. It then follows that (6) is analytic for \z\, \w\ > 1 and has a series

expansion of the form

(7) Z     dmn*-mw-mn

m,n=\

mn
As in the classical case, we shall refer to the coefficients, d      defined in (7)

as the Grunsky coefficients [4] of the function g.

Thus we define the functional A on 2^ by

\ M ázh)-giz,)
(8) Mg) = Re j £ yhy¡ log-

\h.ui h ~ zt

where y,, z^, I = 1, • « • , M, ate finite sequences of complex numbers, such that

hi > i-
We observe that since A attains its maximum in the compact subclass, 277,

of functions in 2^ with Laurent series expansions of the form

OS

(9) gU) = *+E b„z~n>

n = l

then, by translation invariance, it attains its maximum in 2^. Next, if we apply

the variation $ as defined by equation (4) to a mapping g € 2^, hence deriving

the corresponding mapping g*, it can easily be seen that

(10) ^)'>iS)-i^{ir'^rJ¡+0"2>^

which implies that A has a continuous variational derivative.

Having satisfied the hypotheses of Schiffer's theorem, we set
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(11) A(w; f) = -

and construct

[lyi^4

(12) ](w; f) =fy/A(w; f) dw = i ¿ y¡ log (w - g(z¡».

Hence, the extremal property of g implies

(13) *.(*) = i £ J i log[g(z) - ¿z,)] + k.i £ y¡ log[gU) - ¿zfl
1=1 /ml

is analytic in r. < |z| < r-   ,, which in turn implies each q{z) has a Laurent

series expansion of the form

00

(14) a.U)=   £     c,.»z"
72 = -00

for r. < \z\ < r;._ x, j * 1, • • • , N.

For /= 1, we may by continuity on |z| = 1 evaluate the contour integral

1    r qx(z) + kxqx(z)

2rri  "1*1 = 1 2"+l

This simplifies for n > 0 to

l-*2   «       j
<16> ci,7, + *ici,-n = ——T,y¡ñzTn

1   ui

and for n < 0 to

(17) *!...„ +

i-*î  «   r- "]

Clearly, we now need a relationship between Cj n and Cj _n. Motivated by

the relationship

on |«| = r., we may continue a. analytically across \z\ = r-. Therefore
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(19)
llhiltLÏ       krkM  -m_1=-le.     H-r.nc.

-    i-^2   L"    l-*M*l '    '""]

fot j = 1, • • • , N - 1 and all n. We now introduce the following notation. Let

v      ,-2-ir[(i>+n/2] lfîi>/2]       ~\rp "1
(20) spiK, r,h 4- £... £ . n if _1)in nif °M n w}

>*■*  »i-»L i=i      JL/=i    lu'1    J
where, to avoid double subscripting, we have let

(21) AA?) = k. - k.
>t      V

(22) hf=l/il-k      k)
' 'rl 't

and

(23) ry°=ri'      i-1, •••,p.
'        't

Then it follows easily by finite induction from (19) that

e JTT^illii,+M iM i-*¿ Î
(24) cr   [y/2] -i        [(y+i)/2]

■ j 1+ £ ^2p(K> r< /-2n) \ci,„ +    Z   S2"'1^ r- /«''-2w)ci.-„

for all n.

If r., = r > 0, we may apply part (b) of Schiffer's theorem, §2. Then the

image domain of g is bounded by finitely many analytic arcs which satisfy the

differential equation

(25) dj - real.

In particular, since

(26) / ° g = qN - kNqN

we also have

(27) dqN = real

on \z\ = r except possibly at finitely many singularities. But then qNiz) - qNir)

is real and continuous everywhere on \z\ = r, so that by the Schwarz reflection

principle there are no singularities and (27) implies that the coefficients (14)

satisfy
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(28) cN _n « r2ncNn    for « ¿ 0.

Finally, if rN = r =■= 0, then (28) is still true for n > 0 since a^ is analytic at

the origin.

Thus we are able to combine (24) and (28) to relate f x _n and cx   , For

simplicity in the computation, we define

[(N + D/2] //      [J
(29) /„«      £      S2p-l(K. T, N, «)/|l +

where we set fyy., ■ 1. Hence we have

[N/û \
¿   S2p(K. T. N, - n)\

P=l I

(30) ?1,.,-V»

for n > 0. Combining (30) with (16) and (17) we have

M gU)-,gU,)    M     °° *,-/,„ i

(3D Z y, log -^^ - E ñ Z fjf 7(M-"-

Certainly, by letting z = zh, multiplying by yh and summing over h, (31) yields

maximum of the functional (8) over X^. Replacing each y. by e* y. where 6 is

arbitrary yields the following:

Lemma 1. For g eS^ where y,, • • • » y« ^re arbitrary complex numbers and

ZV ' ' ' ' ZM distinct complex numbers such that |z¿| > 1, /» 1, ••• ', M, then

(32) 2- y¿y/10«
b.Ul zb     zl

kl~¡2n     1,   _,

* Z w Z ñ°y P
fc,/=l 72=1   *     *l*2n

We note that this result is sharp. Clearly for \z\ > 1, any g satisfying (31)

is extremal. To extend g to |z| < 1 so that g eXj; we use (18) and the follow-

ing relationship, which is equivalent to (13),

M _ . _

(33) Z   y, logUU) - ¿*P1 - —t-r[qfz) + kjq{z)]
/=1 1_*;

for r. < \z\ < r.   ,. qx(z) is obtained from (13) for /= 1 and the continuity of

(31) on |je| - 1.

4. Description of limiting procedure. Suppose

(34) ^K(P)-K

is a functional which we want to extremize over 2„. .. We begin by letting P„
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be a partition of [r, l] into N intervals [r., r.   j],   / = 1, • • • , N, where r<rN<

• • ' < rQ < 1, such that points of discontinuity of K(p) ate not included in the

partition points and such that PN   . is a refinement of PN and ||PN|| —» 0 as

N —* oo. For each partition PN, let 2-     and 2-M  be the classes of functions

whose dilatation quotients in r < \z\ < 1 are bounded, respectively, by piecewise

constant functions Km and KM defined on (r., r_.) by

(35) K?«        inf Kip),      K?-        sup        K(p),       j=l,...,N.

We assume that A can be extended to 2-M. Then  sup j-^A is nonincreasing

and  sup j-A is nondecreasing as a function of N. Hence if

(36) lim   sup A = lim  sup A,
N-.00   2_ /V_oov

then these limits must be supT_     A since2K(p)

(37) 2KmC2K(P)C2K«-

Furthermore, if there exists gN e2-     such that A(gN) = max2_   A and

gN—* g locally uniformly, then by Theorem 5.2 of Lehto and Vertanen [6], we

have g e2K( .. Consequently, if A is continuous on 2K,_>, then

(38) A(g)=  max  A.
2K(p)

5. Golusin distortion theorem for the class 2K( .. In this section, we shall

extend the Golusin distortion theorem to the class 2K( .. To begin, consider the

following bounded set of points in Rp denoted by D   = {p e Rp: p = (p^1*, • • •,

p(pî) and r < p(/) < p(i~ '' < 1 for t = 2, • • • , p\, where we use the bracketed

superscript to denote the zth component for / = 1, • • • , p.

Now define the following functions on Db.

(39) K(p) = (tfp(1>),..., Mp(p)))

where, for each coordinate p*'\ t= I, • • • ,p, k is defined by k(p) =

(K(p) - D/(K(p) + I).

(40) K(p) = n ^PU))
z=i

where

(41) h(p)
1- k(p+)k(p-)
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(42) 3Ko) =
[[(i>+l)/2] [p/2]

n f>(2í-1) n (p(2°)-1 •

We can easliy observe that by the piecewise continuity of }((p), the continu-

ity of iR(p)  and the bounded variation of K(p), the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral of

K(p) ($(p))" exists with respect to K(p) on D    and, furthermore, agrees with the

Riemann-Stieltjes integral over the regions in which the latter exists. Hence the

integral is

fD K(p) (%p))"dK(p)

<«   =/:/:,.-/: ,(2)

[(P + D/2]

n [p(2/-i)]'
t=\

'  [[p/2] "1

■ n ^H

n ¿(p(í)) n dk(puy)-
2=1 1=1

By construction and the bounded variation of K, k is a function of bounded

variation and thus can be written as the sum of continuous function, say /, and a

jump function ;'. Hence substituting for dk(p^),  t = 1, ••• , p, and applying the

noncommutative binomial expansion, (43) becomes

,     ["[<tHl)/2] l(L>/2] 1 p p

fr-íJ n [^-'^n^^Hn^ri^^

,   [ta+i)/2] lib/2] "K p
•••/J n t^'-'H nip(2'í-*h^n^'r    ^ Lí=i        JL'*1      J/=i    /=i

Remark 1. (i) If K is continuous, then (43) is simply a Riemann-Stieltjes

integral and is equivalent to the first iterated integral of (44).

(ii) If K is a piecewise constant function K, then k is a jump function so

that (44) and equivalently (43) reduce to Sp( K, T, N, n).

Now, on each p(<) coordinate, partition the corresponding intervals [r(/),l(i)],

t- 1, • • • , p, as we have done in §4, i.e., let Pff be a partition of [ríl\ l(i)] in-

to N intervals [Al\ ry2x] such that the points of discontinuity of k are not in-

cluded in the set of partition points and ||P». || —»0 as N —» oo.  Then

(44)

■/.

(45)
n     ^-iffo+D/d        I rip/2]       in.        i
z-z   n tf'-'H nif'H nwl
>*-i    j!=iL '=i JL'=i J Lî=i        J

is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes sum corresponding to a partition of £>    formed by the

cross product of the partitions Pff on each p(<) coordinate, t « 1, .. • , p, where

(46) A*U) « ¿(r<0) _ ^0 ^
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(47) iW-lAl-tfrj'MrW)).

We note that, for £(') C(»y*,. rj"), by the piecewise continuity of k, we have

(48) lim --- « *(£$«)

7+i ffJ ' /'    ci '        '+1

where A is defined by (41). Hence (45) converges to (43) as N —» oo. Further-

more, we observe that (45) is equivalent to our earlier definition (20) of

SP(K, T. N. n).

Now, fix N in the partitions pff.

Claim.

(49) \Sp(K. T, N, (- l)p+ln)\ < Mp/p\

for fixed M < oo, independent of N

To see this, let us examine (

is bounded, say by H < ». Moreover, we note that

To see this, let us examine (45). We first observe that h^'\ by definition,

(50) 0 <

Thus we have

[b+l)/2] ft+ilR"721 il
I]      [r<2'-l>](-l>/>+M      ¡I   [r«0|<-»'■   <1.

N
;'2-l| P I

\Sp(K,r,N,(-l)p+ln)\<Hp £   •••   Z    nA*i0   -
£1        /j=l li-l I

(51)

Consequently our claim is valid.

Therefore, by (49) we may conclude that

00 00

£ S2p~ l(K, T, N, n)    and    £   S2p(K, T, N, - n)

P=l P=l

converge uniformly independent of N. Furthermore, we have already seen that by

the piecewise continuity of k, (45) converges to (43) as N —» oo and is indepen-

dent of our choice of approximating step functions. Hence, we may now conclude

that

*7-ifD      H(p)(%p))*dK(p)
(52) lim /„ - Í   =--2±=A-

n— "    "    1 + 2~=1/D2 K(p) (%p))- dK(P)

where /    was defined by (29).
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Remark 2. (i) If K(p) is a piecewise constant function with N points of dis-

continuity then, by Remark l(ii), it is easily seen that

(53) «„ = /„.

(ii) If K(p) = K on 0 < r < p < 1 then, again by Remark l(ii), we have

(54) *„ = -'"•

An immediate consequence of the convergence of (52) independent of approx-

imating step functions is that condition (36), §4, holds for the functional defined

by (8). Hence we have

Theorem 2.  Let g e2R.  ..  Then for y,, • • • , yM, arbitrary complex numbers

and Zy, ••• z„ distinct complex numbers such that \z,\ > 1, / = 1, • • • , M, we

have

(55) Z Yhytlo&——-—
h,l=l zb~Zl

<
« °°     k(l")'-i2nl
Zy^/Zi-A(i-)j ñ(zbz¡rH
,l=\ n=l L     ÄU   ,32n

where 92f| is defined by (52).

Remark 3. (i) By Remark 2, (i) and (ii), we can derive the bounds for the

Golusin distortion functional defined on 2^     and 2^ [5], respectively, by re-

placing 9,    in (55) by the corresponding value (54).

(ii) We note that (55) is sharp since (32) is sharp, hence by equation (38) we

could derive a relationship satisfied by an extremal function.

(iii) In particular, extremal functions for the classes 2„     and 2„ satisfy

the following (note for class 1K, r m 0 [5]).

« «U)-«(*P
2- Y1 log ■e-

z-zt

06)     .¿^L^-IUrp-    for|*|>l
/=1       n=l 1 + kT

M  F"        r2n        1
(57)     =ZI —-r ¿ ty/sr^)-" - kyfzf)-« + fyU/*p» - ¿2y.(j/jp»]

/=1 (_n = l 1+ krin '

-ky^ogd-z/zA

forr<|ar| < 1

for some 0 < Q < 2n.

6. Corollaries to the Golusin distortion theorem. In a scheme analogous to the

preceding work, we can find a bound for the Golusin distortion functional defined

on the class SK-. where K(p) is now a piecewise continuous function of bounded

variation defined on !p: 1 < p < R < 001.
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Theorem 3. Let f £ ^¡((„y  Then for any set of fixed complex constants

yx, • ' • , yM such that yx + • • • + yM = 0 a72a" «,,••♦, z^ distinct complex num-

bers in \z\ < 1 we have

(58)

where

(59)

Z y^y/log
h.l=l Zh     zl

« °°    k(l + )-t2       x

< Z W/Z        +f" -(yP">
*,/=i      72=i i-mi is,

A(l*)-(K(l+)-l)/(íC(l+)+l),

(60)     (,- Z Js_   K(p)(3?(p))-"aíK(pyfi+ Z /b   K(p)(S(p))»a-K(p)j

and

(61)

0-1        2P-1

D   = \p £ Rp: 1 < p<'~ 1} < p(i) < R < oo, í = 2, • • • , p\.

The functions K, ÍK, and K defined on D., (61), are as formulated by (39),

(40), (41), and (42) and K is defined on the domain \p: 1 < p < R < oo|.

We will now state a number of results which follow easily from Theorems 2

and 3. In particular, this next result follows as in Golusin's work [3] by letting

M = 1 in Theorem 2. Hence (55) yields

Corollary 1. Let á>e^K(o)' |zj| > 1. Then

(62) llogg'U^Z
00   jKi-) -

272       1

-ii-*íi-)í2B

I'J' 277

Note, (62) is sharp since (55) is sharp. In particular, for K(p) = K for

0 < r < p < 1 equality is achieved by

\(z -z.) exp Y   k + T "   e'5 - (zz.)~n + c    fot \z\ > 1,
1   r,H^2"    n   '

(63) gU) =
(z-«,)(!-z/F,) =■/«".-*eiö

,2n

exp Z —— ei9hk(z/z.)n - k2(z/z.)n + (?.*)-»-k(z.7)-n] + c
Zxl+kr2" l 111

for r<\z\<l, O<0<2;7.

Corollary 2. Lei g eSK-D)) aTjrf \z\ > 1. Tien

(64)   exp
r  »   Mi-)-á,„ i       1 r~ ^(i-)-32ra ,        T
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If in Corollaries 1 and 2 we let K(p) = K and let r —» 0 then by Remark 2 we

have agreement with Kühnau's results [5]. Also, if we let k—* 1, they yield the

classical results of C. Loewner [7].

7. Grunsky inequalities and coefficient estimates. We now turn to coefficient

problems. We begin by modifying the well-known Grunsky inequalities [4] for the

classes 2K( . and SK, .. Recall definition (7) in which we introduced the term

Grunsky coefficients.

We now maximize

(65) £   dmnxmxn

m.nsl

forallge2KOo).

Then

(66)

Theorem 4.  Let g e2„,  ..  Let x,, • • • , xM be arbitrary complex numbers.

Zd    x  x
mn  m  n

m,n-=\

^Z
«• m-)-i2n \xn\

„fi i-¿(i-)32„   «

Any extremal function satisfies

M*ie Z i 'M^K
m = l

= z
, r*(i-)

'  1   zmx    -    _
;m    m L1-AC1

kd-)-$2mi

2m -1

for \z\ > 1

- z i
(67)

;m \-k(\-)i
2m

í[i+ Z L K(p)(Ap))2m¿K(p)-92m £ f     JftpXS^)-2»^)]
LL  p-r^p p=i *2<»-i J

+ Km [l + Z/^Wp)!^))-2^^)"]

- Z L     WpXAip))2-^)] [*-»*„ - MM)?-«,,]!
p=lJi)2p-l J J

forr<|z|<l

for some 0< 0 < 2rr where rrm(g(z)) is the Faber polynomial of g [14]  and

(68) $p = \peRp: r< \z\ < p<«> <p«-l> < 1 for f = 2, ••• , pi.
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This result follows in a standard way from Theorem 2 (see [l] or [5]) or

directly through an application of the variational method [8].

Remark 4. For g £ 2K   , by Remark l(ii), one substitutes $2m = - r2m in (66)

to obtain bounds and in (67) to obtain extremal functions. In particular, to obtain

Kühnau's result [5] for 2K> let r= 0. Finally to obtain the classical result [4],.

let k-* 1.

Corollary 3. Suppose g eS^. . and xx, • • • , xM are arbitrary complex num-

bers.  Then

(69)     Z
« /l - k(l')i

m
2772

M

y d x
i—i    mn  72

72 = 1 ~lb-^2m\ '
—   £*   ■

772m-x   \*aVâ2M

Corollary 3 is obtained through a classical approach (see Pederson [9]) which

applies a lemma of Schur [15]. Next, we observe that for the choice x, = 1, M=l,

in Corollary 3, we have the following "area theorem" for the class £„. ..

Corollary 4.  Let g eSK(^. and have expansion

00

(70) g(z) = z + £ bnz-"    for |z| > 1.
72=0

Tien

»      /l-*(l~)l   \ ,       *(l-)-á,
(71) Z»[-—)|6   |2<-i.

This result implies the next result, which is sharp.

Corollary 5. Suppose g e2K( . and has expansion (70), rie72

(72) |*j| <(*(1-) - íp/Cl - JKl-)i2).

Equality is attained by

z+eie\--__¿_|ar»    for|z|>l,

K(p)(S(p))2a-K(p)
1 - k(l-)i

|_i-Mi-)á2J

H*
(73) - j2 Z   C       K(p) (3Kp))-2 ¿M [z + ei0k(\z\)z]

+ Z L    K(P)(%p))2dK(p)-i2 \i+ Z f K(p)(fR(p))-2a-K(p)Tl

.[«'Ví+aIzDz-H
for r < |z| < 1 where 0 < d < 2v.
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By a standard argument Corollary 5 now yields

Corollary 6. // /e^K(P) «""'* expansion

oo

(74) fiz) = z + £ ßnz"    z« \z\ < 1
n=2

ani»" /(z) / o« zß |z| < R, then

(75) |a2| < 2U(l+) - fy/(l - k(l+)íy).

Equality is attained by

Ir kd+)-iy .1-2

_[.-<.^,1M»_
[£+^(|^D5l^|]2^-»-2eiöLC£+>fe(|^i)5)U(|^|)£-t-5l^l)1!^l+UC|^|)£+5l^|]2^*

R>H>1,
where 0 < Ö < 2zr and

(77)  £=i+£ f.  H^S^rfKípJ-ÍJS:   fÄ      H(p)(fR(p))-^K(p)l,
*.l    S2p Ui    Vi J

[OO T 00

l + Zfj K(p)(fR(p))-^K(p) -£  f       K(p)3Kp)rfWfJ).
.  p.r'z* J  p.i  *2p-i

Our next result yields the Grunsky inequalities for the class S„. .. This

bound can be obtained in a standard way from Theorem 3 (e.g., [15] or [5]) or by

using the variational technique of §2 or directly [8]. The Grunsky coefficients

for the class S„.  > ate defined by

fiz) — f(¿) °°
(79) log--'-^- >    T    d    z™

Z      fe m.n=0

fot ftS^/ny Hence we have

Theorem 5. // f e^iriny then ¡or arbitrary complex numbers  Xy, XM

(80)

M

Zd    x x
mn  m  n

ra,n = l

"ii 1-1(1%,   »

By setting *n « nz~"~    in Theorem 4 and x  = nz"~l in Theorem 5 we

obtain the following bounds on the Schwarzian derivative [F, z\ = (F'"/F  ) —

Xp"/fW/2.

Corollary 7. // g £2/((^), rien
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(81) |l«. z\\ < 6 £ —-~ m\z^\-2,       \z\ > 1.
m-^l-kd-)^

lf feSK(pY then

(82) U z!| <6 £    kl     ' T    rn\z"-l\2,       \z\ < 1.

^ll-*(l+)f2m

Remark 5. In (29), (52), and (60) of §§3, 5, and 6, respectively, we tacitly

assumed that the quotients were not indeterminate. Should they be indeterminate

in some case, we define them by continuity relative to the parameters. Then all

solutions to extremal problems considered here remain valid by continuity of the

respective functionals.
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